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INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in 
women and is the most common cause of cancer death in 
women [1]. Mammography is considered as the most effective 
method for detecting early-stage breast cancer [2]. For this 
reason, mammographic examinations are performed for 
screening as well diagnosis. However, with the increase in 
screening mammographic examinations, the carcinogenic 
risk associated with the ionizing radiation of mammography 
and the absorbed radiation applied to the breast is a concern. 

For this reason, assessing the dose of energy to the breast  
during mammography is important. 

After the approval of the digital mammography system by 
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in January 
2000, digital mammography systems have been rapidly  
replacing screen-film mammography systems. The increase in 
the use of digital mammography systems has necessitated a 
revisit to the issue of screening mammography technique  
optimization, given the removal of limitations of mammo-
graphic film in latitude and display contrast, detection efficiency, 
storage, dissemination, and operating efficiency [3,4]. 

Most digital mammography systems have an automatic 
beam quality selection mode (automatic optimization of  
parameters, AOP) with an automatic exposure control (AEC), 
which automatically selects kVp, milliampere-seconds (mAs), 
target material, and filter, in order to control for the appropriate 
amount of radiation for an acceptable low dose and an increased 
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Purpose: We evaluated the impact of three automatic optimiza
tion of parameters (AOP) modes of digital mammography on the 
dose and image quality. Methods: Computerized Imaging Refer
ence Systems phantoms were used. A total of 12 phantoms with 
different thickness and glandularity were imaged. We analyzed 
the average glandular dose (AGD) and entrance surface expo
sure (ESE) of 12 phantoms imaged by digital mammography  
in three modes of AOP; namely standard mode (STD), contrast 
mode (CNT), and dose mode (DOSE). Moreover, exposure factors 
including kVp, mAs, and target/filter combination were evaluated. 
To evaluate the quality of the obtained digital image, two radio
logists independently counted the objects of the phantoms.  
Results: According to the AOP modes, the score of masses and 
specks was sorted as CNT>STD=DOSE. There was no differ
ence in the score of fiber among the three modes. The score of 
image preference was sorted as CNT>STD>DOSE. The AGD, 
ESE, and mAs were sorted as CNT>STD>DOSE. The kVp was 

sorted as CNT=STD>DOSE. The score of all test objects in  
the phantom image was on a downtrend with increasing breast 
thickness. The score of masses was different among the three 
groups; 2021%>30%>50% glandularity. The score of specks 
was sorted as 2021%=30%>50% glandularity. The score of 
fibers was sorted as 30%>2021%=50% glandularity. The 
score of image preference was not different among the three 
glandularity groups. The AGD, ESE, kVp, and mAs were corre
lated with breast thickness, but not correlated with glandularity. 
Conclusion: The DOSE mode offers significant improvement 
(19.150%) in dose over the other two modes over a range of 
breast thickness and breast glandularity with acceptable image 
quality. Owning knowledge of the three AOP modes may reduce 
unnecessary radiation exposure by utilizing the proper mode  
according to its purpose.
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contrast, according to breast thickness and composition, in 
terms of glandularity, i.e., the average fraction of glandular  
tissue, as well as the preadjustment of settings for the lowest 
possible dose or highest possible image contrast, according to 
user preference. 

Improvement in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the devel-
opment of digital systems allow for a dose reduction in digital 
mammography [5,6]. However, the recommended radiation 
dose used for digital mammography is generally equivalent to 
that of screen-film mammography, which is less than 3 mGy 
per view, as stated by the American College of Radiology 
(ACR). The reason that the recommended dose has not been 
modified for newer systems may be because the relationship 
between image quality and dose has not been well established 
in digital mammography systems.

Although previous studies [7-9] have used the AOP mode 
to assess the relationship between mammographic beam quality 
and dose reduction, the relationship between image quality 
and dose differences among the three AOP modes are not well-
defined. The purpose of our study was therefore to evaluate the 
impact of the three AOP modes on image quality and dose 
over a range of breast thickness and breast glandularity.

METHODS

Mammography systems 
This study was performed using three digital mammography 

machines; two Senographe 2000DS and a Senographe Essential, 
both manufactured by General Electric Healthcare (Milwaukee, 
USA). Senographe systems have a dual track X-ray tube with 
a molybdenum (Mo) and a rhodium (Rh) anode track and a 
0.03 mm Mo and a 0.025 mm Rh filter. They are indirect type 
flat-panel detectors (CsI), which have the same del size (100 
μm) but a different detector size: Senographe Essential, 24× 
30.7 cm2 and Senographe DS, 23× 19.2 cm2. The Senographe 
digital mammography system can operate in three different 
modes of AOP: contrast (CNT), standard (STD), and dose 
(DOSE) modes, which vary in the balance between low dose 
and high image quality. The CNT mode emphasizes higher 
contrast and therefore, higher image quality. The DOSE mode 
focuses on dose reduction with acceptable image quality. The 
STD mode emphasizes a compromise between good contrast 
and dose reduction. In each mode, the system allows a 15  
millisecond pre-exposure in order to evaluate the absorption 
measurement so as to select the optimal parameters (target, 
filter, kVp, and mAs) for the final exposure. During the pre-
exposure, the system also selects a 1× 1 cm subregion of the 
14× 15 cm AOP detector area that serves as the active AEC 
sensor during the exposure that follows. The system selects 

the specific 1× 1 cm subregion that records the lowest signal 
during pre-exposure. The full exposure is terminated when 
the selected 1× 1 cm region records an adequate signal, there-
by helping to ensure an adequate signal and a SNR to the  
entire image according to the technique choice preference 
[10].

We used a GE system (General Electric Healthcare) with 
two 5-million-pixel gray-scale liquid crystal display monitors. 
The maximum luminance of the monitors was 700 cd/m2. 
The resolution was 2,048× 2,560 pixels and the pixel pitch was 
0.165 mm. The window width and level settings of the digital 
images were adjusted to optimize the image display. 

Breast phantom 
The Computerized Imaging Reference Systems (CIRS)  

tissue-equivalent mammography QA phantoms (Model 012A; 
CIRS Inc., Norfolk, USA) of breast equivalent material at  
different thickness and composition were used (Figure 1). 
Phantoms are breast-shaped and made of epoxy resin with  
a standard thicknesses of 4, 5, and 6 cm, equivalent to 50%, 
30%, and 20% glandular breast tissue, respectively, in terms  
of its X-ray attenuation properties. In addition, compensation 
plates can increase by 0.5 cm, equivalent to 30%, 50%, and 
70% glandular breast tissue, respectively, to the simulated breast 
lesions of different thicknesses. 

By using a combination of different tissue composition 
phantoms and compensation plates, the overall glandularity 
was calculated using the following formula:

                       % glandularity= (∑DiTi)/∑Ti [11]
where Di is the percent glandularity of the ist phantom (or 

compensation plate), and Ti is the thickness of the ist phantom 
(or compensation plate).

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a Computerized Imaging Reference 
Systems (CIRS) phantom. The phantom breast detail component con-
sists of 12 CaCO3 specks groups of different sizes, 7 hemispheric 
masses of different diameters, and 5 nylon fibers of different diameters.
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The phantom breast detail component consists of 12 CaCO3 
specks groups of varying sizes, seven hemispheric masses of 
varying diameters, and five nylon fibers of varying diameters. 
The diameters of the CaCO3 specks from No.2 through No.7 
in a vertical line are 0.130, 0.165, 0.196, 0.230, 0.275, and 0.400 
mm, respectively. The diameters of CaCO3 specks from No.8 
through No.10 in the posterior transverse line are 0.230, 0.196, 
and 0.165 mm, respectively. The diameters of the CaCO3 
specks from No.11 through No.13 in the anterior transverse 
line are 0.230, 0.196, and 0.165 mm, respectively. The diameters 
of the hemispheric masses from No.24 through No.30 are 4.76, 
3.16, 2.38, 1.98, 1.59, 1.19, and 0.90 mm, respectively. The  
diameters of the nylon fibers from No.19 through No.23 are 
1.25, 0.83, 0.71, 0.53, and 0.30 mm, respectively.

Data acquisition
We used 12 phantoms types: six phantoms of 50% glandular 

breast tissue with 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, and 6.5 cm breast thick-
nesses, four phantoms of 30% glandular breast tissue with 5.0, 
5.5, 6.0, and 6.5 cm breast thickness, one phantom of 20% 
glandular breast tissue with 6.0 cm breast thickness, and one 
phantom of 21% glandular breast tissue with 6.5 cm breast 
thickness. The last phantom was composed of 20% glandular 
breast tissue with 6.0 cm breast thickness and a compensation 
plate of 30% glandular breast tissue with 0.5 cm breast thick-
ness. These 12 phantoms were imaged using the three Seno-
graphe digital mammography systems; three images were  
obtained per phantom type using three different AOP modes: 
CNT, STD, and DOSE mode. A total of 108 images were  
obtained. The Senographe systems include the parameters for 
each exposure in the image Digital Imaging and Communica-
tions in Medicine (DICOM) header. The information relevant 
to this study, included in the DICOM header, was stored in 
the fields related to X-ray generation and acquisition (kVp, 
exposure [unit: mAs]), anode target material, filter material, 
exposure control mode, average glandular dose (AGD), and 
entrance surface exposure (ESE). AGD is the average absorbed 
dose in the glandular tissue (excluding skin) in a uniformly 
compressed breast [12]. The entrance surface exposure and 
AGD for each mammography were automatically calculated 
from the tube output (kVp and target/filter combination) and 
the tube loading (mAs) stored in the DICOM header of each 
image. We extracted the necessary data from the header and 
stored them in a database.

All readings were performed in a dark environment suitable 
for interpreting the mammograms.

CIRS phantom images were examined and scored accord-
ing to the three features: CaCO3 specks, hemispheric masses, 
and nylon fibers. The scoring criteria for each detail of the 

CIRS phantom images were based on the guidelines by the 
American College of Radiology (ACR), which is a three-step 
point visibility scale (0, 0.5, 1), because there have been no 
scoring criteria for the CIRS phantom [13]. The image prefer-
ence was subjectively assessed and scored as follows: 1 (poor), 
2 (not poor), 3 (not good), 4 (good), and 5 (excellent). The 
scores of specks, mass, and fiber were 12, 7, and 5, respectively. 

Two experienced radiologists with 5 and 8 years of experience 
and also blinded to the information of the phantom images  
independently evaluated a total of 108 randomly selected images 
twice. Readers were allowed to adjust the brightness and contrast 
of the monitor interactively. However, the use of other tools, 
such as magnification or edge enhancement, was not allowed. 
A second reading was performed 2 weeks after the completion 
of the first reading. Any discrepancies between the two readers 
were resolved by a consensus from the two reading sessions. 
The final reading score was obtained as a mean value of the 
scores of the first and second consensus reading. 

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS version 13.0 

(SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA). The statistical significance of the 
overall differences between multiple groups was analyzed by 
one-way ANOVA. The relationships between breast thickness 
and other variables were calculated by a simple regression 
analysis. The p values less than 0.05 were considered significant.

RESULTS

Of all features (masses, fibers, and specks) visible in the 
phantom image, the masses and specks were significantly  
better visualized in the CNT mode than in other modes (p<
0.001 and p = 0.005, respectively). However, there was no 
significant difference between the STN and DOSE modes 
(p= 0.168 and p= 0.601, respectively). Moreover, there was 
no difference in the fiber scores among the three modes. The 
score of the image preference was highest in the CNT mode 
(p < 0.001) and lowest in the DOSE mode (p = 0.013). The 
scores for all features among the three modes are shown in 
Table 1 and Figure 2. 

All feature scores (masses, fibers, and specks) visible in the 
phantom image significantly differed among the three glan-
dularity groups (Table 2). However, the score of image prefer-
ence was not different among the three groups (p= 0.817). 
The scores of masses showed significance in a downward trend 
with increasing breast glandularity (p= 0.002). The score of 
fibers was highest in the 30% glandular breast tissue groups 
(p< 0.001); however, no difference was found between the 20-
21% and 50% glandular breast tissue group (p= 0.130). The 
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score of specks was lowest in the 50% glandular breast tissue 
group (p= 0.002); yet, no difference was found between the 
20-21% and 30% glandular breast tissue groups (p= 0.224). 
The score of all features was negatively correlated with breast 
thickness (Table 3), and thus, there was a general downward 
trend with increasing breast thickness (p< 0.001). The scores 
of features among the three modes over a range of breast thick-
ness and glandularity are shown in Figure 3.

The values for AGD, ESE, kVp, and mAs were not signifi-

cantly different among the three digital mammography systems. 
We tested the correlation between dose and breast glandularity 
and found that AGD, ESE, kVp, and mAs were not correlated 
to breast glandularity (Table 4). However, AGD generally  
increased with increasing breast thickness. ESE, kVp, and mAs 
were also positively correlated with breast thickness (Table 5). 

Dose measurement among the three modes revealed that 
AGD was highest in the CNT mode and lowest in the DOSE 
mode (both, p< 0.001) (Table 6). Similarly, ESE and mAs values 
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Figure 2. The image quality of all types among the three modes. Image 
quality is the number of fibers, specks, masses visualized, or image 
preference.
STD=standard mode; CNT=contrast mode; DOSE=dose mode; M= 
mass; F=fiber; S=specks; P= image perference.

Table 2. Comparison of image quality according to the breast glandularity

Glandularity (%) Mass Fiber Speck SIP

20-21 4.90±0.50 3.61±0.23 11.07±0.19 4.28±0.58
30 4.54±0.46 3.95±0.13 10.93±0.21 4.33±0.54
50 4.30±0.74 3.71±0.30 1072±0.52 4.37±0.54
p-value 0.002 <0.001 0.002 0.817

Data are presented as mean±SD.
SIP=subjective image preference.

Table 1. Comparison image quality according to AOP mode 

AOP mode Mass p-value Fiber p-value Speck p-value SIP p-value

STD 4.35±0.52 3.78±0.28 10.78±0.40 4.21±0.45
CNT 4.92±0.62 <0.001 3.88±0.21 0.096 11.04±0.36 0.005 4.85±0.36 <0.001
DOSE 4.17±0.57 0.168 3.67±0.29 0.076 10.73±0.42 0.601 3.97±0.38 0.013

Data are presented as mean±SD.
AOP=automated optimization of parameters; STD=standard mode; CNT=contrast mode; DOSE=dose mode; SIP=subjective image preference. 

Table 3. Correlation of image quality according to the breast thickness

Coefficient
(regression slope)

95% CI
p-value

LB UB

Mass -0.33 -0.47 -0.18 <0.001
Fiber -0.16 -0.22 -0.11 <0.001
Speck -0.23 -0.32 -0.14 <0.001
SIP -0.30 -0.30 -0.42 <0.001

CI=confidence interval; LB= lower bound; UB=upper bound; SIP=subjective 
image preference.
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Figure 3. Relationship between image quality and breast thickness. 
STD=standard mode; CNT=contrast mode; DOSE=dose mode; M=mass; F=fiber; S=specks; P= image perference.
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Table 5. Correlation of AGD, ESE, kVp, and mAs according to the 
breast thickness

Coefficient
(regression slope)

95% CI
p-value

LB UB

AGD 0.13 0.02 0.25 0.023
ESE 1.33 0.81 1.86 <0.001
kVp 0.75 0.61 0.88 <0.001
mAs 7.70 1.74 13.66 0.013

AGD=average glandular dose; ESE=entrance surface exposure; mAs=  
milliampere-seconds; CI=confidence interval; LB= lower bound; UB=upper 
bound.

Table 6. Comparison AGD, ESE, kVp, and mAs according to AOP mode 

AOP mode AGD (mGy) p-value ESE (mC/kg) p-value kVp p-value mAs p-value

STD 1.31±0.17 5.98±1.22 28.94±0.79 58.64±9.92

CNT 2.12±0.18 <0.001 9.62±1.60 <0.001 28.78±0.68 0.381 99.08±14.29 <0.001

DOSE 1.06±0.12 <0.001 4.76±0.90 <0.001 29.19±0.92 0.190 44.64±6.02 <0.001

Data are presented as mean±SD.
AGD=average glandular dose; ESE=entrance surface exposure; mAs=milliampere-seconds; AOP=automated optimization of parameters; STD=standard mode; 
CNT=contrast mode; DOSE=dose mode.

Table 4. Comparison of AGD, ESE, kVp, and mAs according to the 
breast glandularity

Glandularity (%) AGD (mGy) ESE (mC/kg) kVp mAs

20-21 1.57±0.46 7.29±2.15 29.17±0.38 70±23.61

30 1.53±0.48 6.87±2.38 29.08±0.8 67.71±24.65

50 1.45±0.49 6.55±2.24 28.83±1.10 66.37±26.95

p-value NS NS NS NS

Data are presented as mean±SD.
AGD=average glandular dose; ESE=entrance surface exposure; mAs=  
milliampere-seconds; NS=not significant.
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Figure 4. (A-D) The relationship between the image quality over a range of breast thickness and glandularity according to the automatic optimization 
of parameters (AOP) modes. Image quality is the dose-normalized scores of fibers, specks, masses visualized, or image preferences (lesion scores/
average glandular dose [AGD]).
STD=standard mode; CNT=contrast mode; DOSE=dose mode.
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were significantly different among the three modes (both, p<
0.001).

ESE was highest in the CNT mode (p< 0.001) and lowest in 
the DOSE mode (p< 0.001). The mAs value was also signifi-
cantly different among STD, CNT and DOSE modes (both, 
p< 0.001). However, the values for kVp did not significantly 
differ among the three modes (Table 6). The lesion scores 
were normalized by AGD over the range of breast thickness 
and glandularity, according to the AOP modes, as shown in 
Figure 4. 

DISCUSSION

The purpose of radiographic technique optimization is to 
establish standardized imaging protocols by balancing image 
quality and dose, which is particularly important for screening 
mammography, given the lifetime risk to women who under-
go annual mammography examinations. Without evidence 
that the image quality improvements at a higher dose would 
guarantee a clinically significant increase in the diagnostic 
performance, the more conservative route of favoring dose  
reduction while maintaining acceptable image quality should 
be followed [3]. For this reason, the primary objective of our 
study was to evaluate the dose difference and the difference  
of image quality among three AOP modes, STD, CNT, and 
DOSE mode, in order to provide useful information for prop-
er selection of automatic optimized techniques specific to digi-
tal mammography. 

Although the operator can select one mode of the three 
AOP modes, the STD mode was routinely used for patient  
examinations. Hence, CNT and DOSE modes were unfamiliar 
and their characteristics were not well known. In this study of 
using three AOP modes, AGD and ESE of the DOSE mode 
were significantly lowest among the three modes, as expected. 
AGD and ESE of the DOSE mode is reduced by 19.1% and 
25%, respectively, compared to those of the STD mode. How-
ever, the image quality did not significantly differ between the 
DOSE and STD modes, although the image of the STD mode 
was more preferred to that of the DOSE mode by radiologists. 
The AGD of the DOSE mode is half of that of CNT and nearly 
one third of the upper limit of the recommended radiation 
dose of ACR. As far as image quality is concerned, the score  
of masses and specks of the DOSE mode was reduced by 15% 
and 2.8%, respectively, compared to those of the CNT mode. 
And the score of fibers was not significantly different among 
three modes. This means that the DOSE mode will be more 
suitable for screening mammographic examinations consid-
ering dose saving and similar image quality to the STD mode. 
This is of practical importance because the DOSE mode com-

pared to the STD mode has the potential to reduce the risk of 
cumulative radiation exposure without compromising to the 
lesion detection rates in patients who undergo annual mam-
mography. 

The characterization of masses and microcalcifications are 
very important and should not compromise to the dose reduc-
tion. Hence, for the examination of diagnostic mammography, 
particularly for the evaluation of mass or microcalcifications, 
the CNT mode will be more suitable. 

Regarding the exposure factors, the mAs level was signifi-
cantly highest in the CNT mode and lowest in the DOSE 
mode, similar to AGD and ESE. However, the kVp level was 
not significantly different among the three modes. This implies 
that mAs primarily impacts the dose difference among the 
modes. This result was supported by the previous study [7], 
which demonstrated that mAs selection among the three 
AOP modes accounted for the corresponding dose difference 
amongst them. 

Compressed breast thickness and glandularity were impor-
tant factors affecting AGD [3,7-9]. AGD was calculated using 
the entrance skin air kerma value and G factor. G factor depends 
on the breast thickness. Therefore, as compressed breast thick-
ness increased, AGD increased. The average absorbed dose in 
the glandular breast tissue is the preferred quantity for assess-
ing radiation risk during mammography [14]. In addition, as 
glandular tissue increases, increased penetration, i.e., high  
exposure, is necessary [15]. Hence, as glandular tissue increased, 
the overall absorbed dose increased. In this study, AGD was 
also significantly correlated with breast thickness. However, 
AGD was significantly not correlated with glandularity. The 
target-filter combination for breast thickness ≤ 4.5 cm (i.e., 4 
and 4.5 cm) with 50% glandularity was molybdenum-rhodium 
(Mo-Rh). This combination switched automatically to Rh-Rh 
for breast thickness > 4.5 cm (i.e., 5, 5.5, 6, and 6.5 cm) regard-
less of breast glandularity and the selected mode. This change 
occurred in the same way among the three machines. These 
findings indicated that the automatic selection of the target/
filter combination during image acquisition by the AOP mode 
is based mainly on breast thickness and is thus relatively insen-
sitive to breast glandularity.

Previous studies [3,8] evaluating the image quality and dose 
reduction in digital mammography used the physical measures 
of image quality (i.e., signal difference-to-noise ratio). In con-
trast, we used the observer performance in our study for evalu-
ating the image quality. Although this is a subjective measure-
ment, the evaluation can provide more practical information 
as to the difference of image quality in a clinical setting. Our 
study revealed, against expectations, that the DOSE mode 
provided an acceptable image quality similar to that of the 
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STD mode in practice, in addition to the lowest radiation 
dose; moreover, the DOSE mode can be routinely used in  
patient examinations.

However, our study had several limits. First, we used the 
breast phantom for a dosimetry evaluation. The phantoms 
used for this evaluation had a uniform background with a 
noise characteristic that is not a representative of the anatomi-
cal background encountered in clinical mammography studies. 
Yet, the phantom study is widely used to compare different 
imaging systems and image acquisition setups due to its ease 
and reproducibility [12,16-18]. It seemed therefore reasonable 
to use standard phantoms to obtain an estimate of a possible 
dose reduction factor. However it is not as reliable in evaluat-
ing the radiation risk as is the patient method, nevertheless 
employing a phantom with a more anatomically realistic back-
ground. Second, we used the digital mammography system 
made by one manufacture, GE. There are many factors (tube 
target material, amount and type of filtration, tube’s operating 
voltage, X-ray absorber thickness and material, etc.) involved 
in determining both the image quality and dose. For that reason 
the optimum exposure parameters are system specific. Hence, 
this result is not suitable for all examinations and therefore, 
further investigation with a different system made by different 
manufactures will be needed. Third, the scoring was determined 
by two radiologists in consensus; interobserver variability and 
intraobserver variability were not evaluated. 

Dose reduction balanced with an image quality is particu-
larly important in digital mammography because of the life-
time risk to women who undergo annual mammography  
examinations. Thus, it is important to know the optimized 
imaging techniques of digital mammography systems, many 
of which employ automatic controls. We have presented prac-
tical and useful information for the proper selection of expo-
sure mode at clinics. Of the three AOP modes provided by  
the GE senographe digital system, the DOSE mode offers a 
significant improvement (19.1-50%) in dose over the other 
two modes for breast thickness ranging from 4 to 6.5 cm at 
glandularity ranging from 20% to 50% with an acceptable  
image quality. The CNT mode provides the highest image 
quality of masses and specks among the three AOP modes 
with the highest AGD. Having knowledge of the three AOP 
modes may reduce unnecessary radiation exposure by utiliz-
ing the proper mode according to each purpose. 
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